MOZAIC

Digital Shower System Interface

MOZAIC
Digital Shower System Interface design
program by Sedal that allows manufacturers
to develop a UI in record time with little
investment.
Combining pre-designed components in a
free canvas, it is possible to virtually design
any combination and have a customized
interface for new projects.

2 COLORS
2 ORIENTATIONS
AVAILABLE

3 TRIM FINISHES

Multi purpose capacitive
button with RGB lighting.
For functions like ON/
OFF, selector, confirmation...

BUTTON

IHANDLE

Classic handle
interface that works
with our digital
cartridge iTop with
dislay.

VARIETY OF
COMPONENTS

KNOB

ITOP
Rotary device that
transforms the angle
selection into digital
information to operate a
digital mixer.

TFT SCREEN
DOTS

Advanced TFT display
with customizable faces
for detailed information
delivery.

Digital cartridge that
works in a similar way
than a mechanical valve
transmiting movement to
digital informations.

Modern let dot matrix that
displays different types of data
like temperature, water floe,
status...

SOME EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE
#1

USER
INTERFACE

CAPACITIVE
BUTTON

IHANDLE

- Water flow and temperature
control
- Temperature / flow data display
- Function icon display

- 3 way diverter controlling
button
- 3 user selector

Horizontal design in black
background and lever faces

EXAMPLE
#2

CAPACITIVE
BUTTON

IHANDLE

- 3 way diverter controlling
button
- 3 user selector

- Water flow and temperature
control
- Temperature / flow data display
- Function icon display

DOTS

Water temperature and
flow data display

Vertical design in white
background and lever faces

USER
INTERFACE

EXAMPLE
#3
CAPACITIVE
BUTTON

KNOB

DOTS

Water temperature and
flow data display.

- 3 way diverter controlling
button
- 3 user selector

- Water flow selector
Water temperature selector

Vertical design in black
background and lever faces
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Get access to the complete and
latest product technical data!
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